REVELATION: CHRIST THE COMING KING

1. Vision of Christ
2. Ephesus, Smyrna, Pergamos, Thyatira (PEST)
3. Sardis, Philadelphia, Laodicea (LSP)
4. Throne, 4 creatures, 24 elders
5. Lamb and the scroll
6. Six seals
7. Tribulation saints sealed and robed
8. Last seal, 4 trumpets
9. Fifth trumpet (pit-locust), Sixth trumpet (horseman)
10. Angel and the eatable scroll
11. 2 witnesses, Last trumpet
12. Woman and the dragon
13. Two beasts
14. 6 angelic announcements
15. Preparing 7 bowls
16. 7 bowls
17. Woman and the beast: Babylon
18. Babylon destroyed
19. Marriage of the Lamb, Final Battle
20. Millennium, Final judgment
21. New Jerusalem
22. River of life, Christ's coming

Revelation: Christ the coming king

REVELATION = OCTOPUS (BEAST)

1. VISION OF CHRIST

1 = Arrow

* VISION OF CHRIST: tele-'vision' of Christ (lamb)
  octopus wanting dinner

2. EPHESUS, SMYRNA, Pergamos, Thyatira

2 = Bicycle (2 wheels)

* EPHESUS: F's in FFFix it shop (bike getting repaired)
* SMYRNA: 'smear-na' the grease smeared on the chain
* Pergamos: 'purge' the dirt out with sword
* THYATIRA: 'tire on the thigh ra'

Revelation 1 - 2
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3. SARDIS, PHILADELPHIA, LAODICEA

3 = Tricycle (three wheels)
* SARDIS: stardust
* PHILADELPHIA: filly (horse) – dolphin (delphia)
* LAODICEA: 'lei' oddly on the filly's neck

4. THRONE, 4 CREATURES, 24 ELDERS

4 = Car (4 wheels)
* THRONE: throne for 4 headed chicken
* 4 CREATURES: 4 headed chicken
* 24 ELDERS: 2 dozen (24) youngers (eggs)
Revelation: Christ the coming king

5. LAMB AND THE SCROLL

5 = Five fingers  (give me five)

* LAMB AND THE SCROLL: Octopus about to eat the lamb wrapped in the scroll, lamb puts out hand (5) to stop the octopus from eating

6. SIX SEALS

6 = Insects  (6 legs on a bug)

* SIX SEALS: 'seal' balancing a bug (6) on his nose

Revelation 5 - 6
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Revelation: Christ the coming king

7. TRIBULATION SAINTS SEALED AND ROBED

7 = Heaven (clouds)

* TRIBULATION SAINTS SEALED AND ROBED:
saints in tribulation being sealed in bottles
robed when they crash up in the cloud

8. LAST SEAL, 4 TRUMPETS

8 = Roller coaster looks like an 8 sideways

* LAST SEAL: seal in last roller coaster car
* 4 TRUMPETS: seal playing 4 trumpets

Revelation 7 - 8
Revelation: Christ the coming king

9. FIFTH TRUMPET (PIT-LOCUST), SIXTH TRUMPET (HORSEMEN)
   9 = Doctor's ophthalmoscope mirror
   * FIFTH TRUMPET (PIT-LOCUST): 5 locusts playing trumpets from the orchestra pit

10. ANGEL AND THE EDIBLE SCROLL
    10 = 10 little Indians
    * ANGEL AND THE EDIBLE SCROLL: angel with scroll (peace treaty), both Indian and angel eating half of it to solemnize treaty

Revelation 9 - 10 © 2003 Do not reproduce
Revelation: Christ the coming king

11. 2 WITNESSES, LAST TRUMPET

11 = Pole-vault bars which look like an 11

* 2 WITNESSES: 2 newscasters witnessing the octopus incredible jump

* LAST TRUMPET: trumpeter blowing horn for last jump trump

12. WOMAN AND THE DRAGON

12 = 12 o'clock (clock = 12)

* WOMAN AND THE DRAGON: woman clinging to the hands of the clock while dragon is after her
13. TWO BEASTS

13 = Ladder (13 unlucky like walking under a ladder)

* TWO BEASTS: ugly beast trying to scare the octopus breaks the mirror

14. 6 ANGELIC ANNOUNCEMENTS

14 = Semi-truck, 10-4 CB trucker talk

* 6 ANGELIC ANNOUNCEMENTS: each of 6 angels with a megaphone yelling announcements to the octopus
Revelation: Christ the coming king

15. PREPARING 7 BOWLS
   15 = Rhymes with "lifting"
   * PREPARING 7 BOWLS: chef octopus preparing
     7 salads at one time

16. 7 BOWLS
   16 = Six strings (on guitar)
   * 7 BOWLS: octopus couple having a romantic dinner
     eating from the 7 bowls
Revelation: Christ the coming king

17. WOMAN AND THE BEAST: BABYLON
   17 = Building roof (7) and floor (1) for 17
   * WOMAN AND THE BEAST: woman and beast fighting
   * BABYLON: baby babbling-on the back of the mother

18. BABYLON DESTROYED
   18 = Glasses (1 + 8) stem and eye pieces written sideways
   * BABYLON DESTROYED: octopus picking up the broken baby (babble-on) still babbling
Revelation: Christ the coming king

19. MARRIAGE OF THE LAMB, FINAL BATTLE

19 = Bongo drum (1 + 9)

* MARRIAGE OF THE LAMB: shepherd with a drum officiating marriage of lambs, octopus is the flower child

* FINAL BATTLE: the shepherd beating the drum marking the beginning of the battle of the sexes

20. MILLENNIUM, FINAL JUDGMENT

20 = 20 Blackbirds

* MILLENNIUM: 'millipede' and octopus playing cards, rook (blackbird on card)

* FINAL JUDGMENT: final hand in the card game

Revelation 19 - 20
Revelation: Christ the coming king

21. NEW JERUSALEM
   21 = Hanger in shape of 2 + 1 (fishing rod)

* NEW JERUSALEM: octopus painter – repainting
  Jerusalem to give it a new image

22. RIVER OF LIFE, CHRIST'S COMING
   22 = Heart tunnel, two 2's

* RIVER OF LIFE: river on which the gondola is traveling
* CHRIST'S COMING: lamb in the gondola coming through the tunnel of love

Revelation 21-22